
Information Governance With Complete Control

Expireon enables enterprise organizations to efficiently manage data during and after enterprise transformation projects. 
Expireon is a next-generation cloud archive that provides rapid onboarding, efficient targeted indexing, and right-sized 
eDiscovery, with zero vendor lock-in. 

Whether you are expiring legacy archives, migrating data to the cloud, or you require ongoing data capture and retention, 
Expireon allows you to discover more, process less.

Introducing Expireon

Technology Applications

Legacy Archive 
Retirement

Expireon as a 
replacement for 

legacy on-prem or 
cloud archives

M&A
Remnants

Expireon as a 
platform for 

legal remnants 
resulting from 

M&A or divestiture

Legal 
Preservation

Expireon as an 
optimized legal 

platform for all case 
related / collected 

data

Custodian 
Filtering

Expireon as a 
platform for 

culling relevant 
custodian and / or 

legal hold data

Early Data
Assessment

Expireon simplifies 
data collection 
choices, cutting 

eDiscovery costs



Expireon - Discover More, Process Less

Data 
Onboarding

 � Cloud native migration 
capabilities built-in

 � Retire legacy systems at market 
changing speeds (archives, data 
center exits, M&A remnants)

 � Move TBs per day
 � Extremely low error rates

The “Left Side” of EDRM at a Compelling Price Point

Expireon offers a powerful combination of long-term data retention and disposition capabilities, flexible early data assessment 
workflows for first-level culling, along with data delivery on demand to desired eDiscovery review platforms. Additionally, 
the technology enables faster time to ROI when retaining your most important data while discovering, defensibly deleting, 
or transitioning data in the most cost-effective way possible. 

Right-Sized
eDiscovery

 � Self-service first level culling: 
Based on custodian, date and 
time

 � On-Demand indexing as needed
 � Results are collected and 

delivered on-demand to 
downstream tools

Data 
Sovereignty

 � Data always accessible and under 
your security control

 � No ransom to get data back!
 � Future proof: Export to any EDRM 

platform or third-party services 
(e.g. Relativity, M365)

Key Capabilities
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ABOUT EXPIREON


